Run Number 63 26th July 2007
Three shoes Jonah’s place, Dibbens Green
The Pack: Austin Powers, RTFuct, Carthief (Hare), Long Pause, Jonah, Snoozanne, Leakey Tool.
Compo, Peter Pan, Bacardi Spice, Bess, Three Shoes Jonah, Soukcash, Carless Whisper, Lilo Lil,
RTFuct almost missed the trail altogether by thinking that she should get off the train at Port
Sunlight. Luckily she was spotted in time.
At the start the rain was clearing and several of the Pack decided on a pre-exercise warm up of the
swallowing muscles.

The Hare described the marking which included an OTC (Obey The Command), OB (Over Bridge
and HV (Hash View).

We were all lost here
as the flour had been
washed away

We were about here when
Long Paws asked when
we were going to see the
OTC

HV

OB

OTC

Snoozanne
stood on a
Check

Alternative
Hash markings

It was here that
Austin Powers
reckoned that it was
as far as we were
going to be from the
start.
The Pack jogged up to the start at the T junction with Dibbensdale Road and explored the 4 false
trails before deciding on Blyth Road and a left turn into Marfords and a Check back. Back along the
road until we hit the OB sign and turned left over the railway bridge at the station.
Several checks later and we found ourselves at the Leapfrog Nursery (the leapfrog being the
Order. Peter Pan duly bent over

On to the A41 and a 180 degree turn back followed by some woodland and several Checks one
after another before a narrow lane and a studious RA making notes.

Onto the A41 and the trail went down Green lane

And so down to the river's edge via a washed out trail that had the Pack shouting ON ON to each
other over several square kilometres, but eventually we made our way to the Hash View (except
for Three Shoes Jonah and Soukcash who had to get back to feed the duckling (or is that to
fatten it up?)).

A lovely group except for RTFuct who could not wait to leave so that she could divest herself of the
stinking shirt (well she was the one who had forgotten to dry it out).
Along the riverbank where Snoozanne and Long Paws were found standing on a Check.

Up through the wood past some intricately carved wooden sculptures (they would not last long
alongside Mr Gormley).

Back up to the A41, across the playing fields

and through the streets of Eastham,
where we were treated to alternative
Hash markings courtesy of the local
children (at least I think that they were
responsible)

The BBQ was in full swing by the time we got back and Compo needed no persuading to give us
his latest sermon, which was about 2 whales who blew bubbles under a ship to capsize it, but the
female whale could not be persuaded to swallow the seamen who were trying to swim to the shore.
Three Shoes Jonah and Soukcash for being the only wise ones by returning home at 19h20
instead of completing the run.

Returnees
Lilo Lil, Peter Pan, Carless Whisper, Bacardi Spice, Bess. Peter Pan was defending
Bromborough and the remainder were on holiday.
Long Paws, Austin Powers, Leaky tool for being the only ones to go to the pub last week when
the circle finished at 22h30.
Lilo Lil, Bacardi Spice for spinning in the gym (whatever that means (I am sure that I will be told!))
Peter Pan for his animal antics
(Dead mouse at start and
the leapfrog)

The RA's mouth was into overdrive (at least compared to her brain) and such gems as "Let the
cow out of the bag" were heard.
Carthief because he should get a life instead of spending every evening checking out the trail.
There was a suggestion that there should be a whip round to get him a porn channel subscription
so he did not have time to set such long runs.
Carthief, Snoozanne for running three hashes in a week.
Carthief for being the hare
The Shitshirt award almost descended into a free-for-all as almost everybody was nominated and
turned to face the window only to be able to see how the two remaining would vote. Snoozanne
reckoned that her crime was not sufficiently grave and joined the voters. Everyone then decanted
to the gazebo where RTFuct quickly anointed Long Paws for his Hash Slash before there was
further deterioration.
The food was delicious and consumed with alacrity and appreciation

